Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 


Geoff Watts : On now to the risks and benefits of playing with longevity,a tale of immortality,cancer and the life and death of cells.The past few years have seen increasing interest in the idea of growing populations of cells in the lab. Cells,which in sufficient numbers could be transplanted into the body to replace tissues or even organs that have suffered injury or disease.But there's a snag,the more times a group of cultured cells divides,the further they advance through an ageing process of some kind.What's needed is some way of preventing this senescence.A way,as it were,of immortalising them.A discovery made some years ago suggested how this could be done.At the end of each of our chromosomes,the packets of genetic material found in all our cells,are regions known as Telomeres.It was found that each time mammalian cells growing in culture divide,the Telomeres become slightly shorter. [See Yellow File3:Telomer.htm] Telomeres began to look remarkably like the cellular equivalent of a bank account.The more the cell dipped into its capital, the closer it came to eventual bankruptcy and death.There are ways of overcoming this process,but as revealed by a report in today's issue of the journal Nature,these too have their snags. To discuss the latest developments in Telomere research,I'm joined in the studio by Professor David Beech,of the University College London and on the line form Cardiff,by cancer biologist,Dr David Kipling, of the University of Wales College of Medicine. First the trick by which scientists have succeeded in persuading cells in culture to immortalise;to keep on dividing without eventually giving up the ghost. David Beech. 

David Beech : The approach that's been taken is to introduce one of the components of the enzyme ...of the Telomerase enzyme that acts on the Telomere structure. 

Geoff Watts : The Telomerase enzyme is the enzyme which actually sort of builds these Telomeres up when they become shorter is that right? 

David Beech : That's correct.It physically builds up the end of the chromosome.So one can introduce components of this enzyme into the cell at high levels of expression,restore the enzyme activity to a cell that wouldn't normally have it,thereby rebuild and protect the end of the chromosome and in certain instances this has been found to extend the life span of those cells potentially indefinitely. 

Geoff Watts : So to put it in homelier terms,each time the cell divides and a bit of the end of the Telomere drops off,the enzyme swings into action and puts something back again,rebuilds it. 

David Beech : That's correct.It smells when the things getting too short and builds it back up again. 

Geoff Watts : Well,in the latest issue of Nature,you and your colleagues have sounded what amounts to a warning,because the findings that you've reported suggest that this story may not be quite as satisfactory as it sounds. Now what is the finding you've come up with? 

David Beech : What we've found is that when you immortalise cells with Telomerase and let them propagate for a considerable period,the hope was that those cells would in every other respect remain completely normal,but what we've found is that they then begin to select for further genetic changes, in particular genetic changes that could be viewed as oncogeneic. 

Geoff Watts : In other words "cancer inducing"? 

David Beech : Cancer inducing,that's correct,and so the idea that Telomerase alone would wholly protect a cell and allow it to proliferate indefinitely it looks to be a simplification. 

Geoff Watts : So the fear is that if you made an over hasty use of this technique in human medicine,you might be solving problem but replacing it with another as far as a patient was concerned? 

David Beech : That could be possible.Obviously the last thing you want to do is to take the cell from a patient,propagate that cell in culture in whatever way and then introduce a cell that has in fact undergone further genetic damage and potentially would produce a tumour in the patient. That's the last thing anyone would want to do.If you want to use this approach therapeutically you're going to have to do a lot of checks on those cells to make sure that they haven't undergone genetic damage. 

Geoff Watts : David Kipling,what d'you make of these findings? I mean first of all,are you surprised by them,and do you see them as potentially worrisome? 

David Kipling : No,I'm not surprised.I do find them very worrisome,and I think there's another problem that David's been skirting around,which is the very act of putting Telomerase into the cell itself,is making it one step closer to being a cancer cell.The whole reason normal cells have this clock within them,that counts the number of cell divisions,is a way of preventing cancer.That disease of unlimited and uncontrolled cell proliferation,so the fact that you've got Telomerase in their in the first place it's now one less thing that a cancer cell has to do to create itself.So you know,the last thing I would want to do,irrespective of what's going on with the work that David's talked about,is to have any cell in my body suddenly converted into a Telomerase positive cell,because that's much more likely over the coming years to turn into a cancer cell. 

Geoff Watts : You see the problem,as he's identified it then,and go along with it? What about the numbers of doublings involved? Any comment on that? 

David Kipling : Well that's something else that I'd like to maybe raise with David,in that he doesn't see this problem of onc...this cancer causing gene being turned back on,until well over a 100 doublings in cell number has occurred,now that's a lot of cell divisions inside,it's enough... I was doing the back of the envelope calculation earlier on,to turn a single cell into a billion billion tons of material. [2^100 = 1.267x10^30 -LB] Now I don't know how much breast material David wants to grow (Geoff laughs),but that's enough..unless he wants to make breasts the size of the moon or something like that.[I daresay there's some females in Hollywood that might pay him for those -LB] Now that's much more cell division than you would ever need to do,for doing tissue therapy or something like that. 

Geoff Watts : What about that,David Beech,you're identifying a real problem,but one which is so far down the line,after so many generations of cells,that perhaps it's not as worrisome as you suggest? 

David Beech : Er...it did occur very late,and we were surprised that it happened when it did, and in particular we repeated the experiment several times and for some reason at almost exactly the same stage of culture the genetic event happened in each culture. And I agree with you that in principle one could grow cells for a much shorter period of time in culture,put them back into the body in principle,without this event occurring.But I think what we highlight is that you're going to have to have a very careful genetic quality control before you ever contemplated Telomerase activated cells back into a human. 

Geoff Watts : Yeah,it's a sort of precautionary principle I guess.Er..David Kipling I can now concentrate on you for a minute,cancer researchers like you have their own interest in Telomeres,because they seem to explain one of the characteristics of cancer cells.Now what exactly is the thinking here? 

David Kipling : Well,one of the things that they do explain is this this ability of cancer cells to continue dividing in a way that normal cells don't; as David has already pointed out,and what we're hoping to do in future years is to be able to take advantage of this and restart this Telomere clock,so we're hoping that if we can find some mechanism of being able to inhibit the enzyme Telomerase,we can now restart the Telomere clock ticking,and reimpose a finite division capacity on the cells and give them back a death sentence.So there's a lot of efforts in the pharmaceutical industry and elsewhere to develop for example small molecules that will inhibit the Telomerase enzyme,and this could be a very,very important new way of dealing with cancer.Maybe 85-90% of all the cancers that have ever been looked at throughout the world express large amounts of Telomerase.We maybe able to use this as almost a universal target for being able to treat cancer. 

Geoff Watts : So just as David Beech is worrying about the phenomenon,you're trying to exploit it actually,because you can see that if you can actually block this enzyme and actually stop the Telomeres of the cancer cells being repaired,then you have a way of attacking the cancer cells? 

David Kipling : Absolutely,and there's some very nice data out there at the moment from both Bob Weinberg's group at MIT and also Leo (Leah?) Harrington's group where they use a genetic approach to kill Telomerase activity in cancer cell lines in the laboratory,and then what happens to those,is they grow for a little bit more,their Telomeres now start to get shorter,and then they die,and they clear out of the culture which is just what we would hope to happen inside the body of a cancer patient if we were to give them Telomerase inhibitors.So that is very,very hopeful. 

Geoff Watts : David Beech,it sounds like a an interest in Telomeres is going to be with us for a while,though whether they're something we can usefully exploit as David Kipling is hoping,or whether they are a source of trouble as you're pointing out,it's not entirely clear.Where do you think the balance lies? 

David Beech : Well I think you're looking at different sides of the same thing.From the therapeutic cancer point of view,this is a perfectly promising and viable approach to take,bit we always have to remember that in a sense,cancer,a bit like AIDS is a Darwinian disease.You treat the cells,you treat the tumour,but there's always very powerful selection for those cells that are resistant to any individual one treatment,and so one shoudn't necessarily expect that you could put a single compound into the body,whether it's a Telomerase inhibitor or any other,and expect complete remission and no further growth,but in a combination therapy just as you have AIDS combination therapy in future we'll have more and more cancer combination therapies,and I think anti-Telomere therapy could certainly be a component of that. 

Geoff Watts : David Beech,David Kipling thank you both.Well Roger Highfield as been listening to that discussion.Roger we were talking there mostly about cells.Has there been much thinking about the significance of Telomeres for whole animals? 

Roger Highfield : I think that's a very difficult question,and in fact that really came to a head about a month ago,when an American team at Advanced Cell Technology unveiled 5 cloned calves,which actually had extra long Telomeres,so in other words they were "born young" and if you looked at the cellular level,you found that their cells divided 90 times when in fact the cell from a normal calf only divided 60 times.Now whether they are going to live 50% longer or not we just don't know. 

Geoff Watts : Mmmm,it's a fascinating prospect,but there has been an enormous amount of interest in Telomeres and the enzyme Telomerase recently,and how to exploit them in some way hasn't there? 

Roger Highfield : Absolutely,and there's always been this paradox here,that Telomerase has been a target for both the treatment of age related diseases,and for cancer,but certainly on the cancer front there's been a lot of fascinating work,we've got teams in California,at the University of California,San Diego for example have started to develop a vaccine that acts against the enzyme.There's also been as we've heard,fascinating studies where we've started to use little drugs,synthetic inhibitors against Telomerase,that when introduced into human cancer cells cause progressive Telomere shortening and eventually cell death,and all these things point towards interesting treatments for cancer. 

Geoff Watts : Roger,thanks very much. 



